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Giant tunneling magnetoresistance in epitaxial Co2MnSi/MgO/Co2MnSi
magnetic tunnel junctions by half-metallicity of Co2MnSi and coherent
tunneling

Hong-xi Liu, Yusuke Honda, Tomoyuki Taira, Ken-ichi Matsuda, Masashi Arita,
Tetsuya Uemura, and Masafumi Yamamotoa)

Division of Electronics for Informatics, Graduate School of Information Science and Technology,
Hokkaido University, Sapporo 060-0814, Japan

(Received 3 August 2012; accepted 13 September 2012; published online 26 September 2012)

Giant tunnel magnetoresistance (TMR) ratios of up to 1995% at 4.2 K and up to 354% at 290 K

were obtained for epitaxial Co2MnSi/MgO/Co2MnSi magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs) featuring a

reduced lattice mismatch in the MTJ trilayer by introducing a thin Co2MnSi lower electrode

deposited on a Co50Fe50 buffer layer. The obtained giant TMR ratios can be explained by the

enhanced contribution of coherent tunneling originating from the increased misfit dislocation

spacing at the lower and upper interfaces with a MgO barrier along with the half-metallicity of

Co2MnSi electrodes. VC 2012 American Institute of Physics. [http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4755773]

Spintronic devices, which manipulate the spin degree of

freedom in addition to the charge of the electron, have

attracted much interest as promising future electron devices

because they are expected to provide nonvolatility, reconfig-

urable logic functions, and ultralow power consumption.1,2

For spintronic devices, the creation of a highly spin-

polarized current is essential. One of the most suitable types

of spin source materials for spintronic devices is half-

metallic ferromagnets3 because of their complete spin polar-

ization at the Fermi level (EF). Co-based Heusler alloys

(Co2YZ, where Y is usually a transition metal and Z is a main

group element) have attracted much interest as highly spin-

polarized materials.4–14 This is because of the half-metallic

nature theoretically predicted for many of these alloys15–17

and because of their high Curie temperatures, which are well

above room temperature (RT).18 Co2YZ thin films have been

widely applied to magnetic tunnel junctions (MTJs), in par-

ticular, in combination with a MgO barrier.7–10

In epitaxial single-crystalline magnetic tunnel junctions,

coherent tunneling—in which the transversal crystal momen-

tum of a tunneling electron is conserved—results in a tunnel-

ing probability that depends on the symmetry of the wave

functions of the tunneling electrons.19,20 The importance of

enhanced tunneling probability for electrons in specific Bloch

states (D1 states in for example, Fe, Co1�xFex, and CoFeB) in

epitaxial MgO-based MTJs due to coherent tunneling has

been revealed theoretically and experimentally.19–24 Indeed,

due to the coherent tunneling effect, tunnel magnetoresistance

(TMR) ratios of up to 1144% at 5 K and up to 604% at 300 K

have been demonstrated for CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs.24

Co2MnSi is one of the most extensively studied Heusler

alloys5–7,12–14 because of its theoretically predicted half

metallic nature15–17 and because of its high Curie temperature

of 985 K.18 Epitaxial heterostructures consisting of Co2MnSi,

which has D1 states at EF for the majority-spin band, and a

MgO barrier are advantageous as spin sources for spintronic

devices. This is because Co2MnSi/MgO heterostructures fea-

ture both intrinsically high spin polarization arising from the

half-metallic nature of Co2MnSi and enhanced tunneling spin

polarization due to coherent tunneling of electrons having D1

states for the majority-spin band.25

We have recently investigated the effect of defects in

Co2MnSi thin films on spin-dependent tunneling characteris-

tics.26,27 We obtained higher TMR ratios for Co2MnSi/MgO/

Co2MnSi MTJs with Mn-rich Co2MnSi electrodes and we

observed high TMR ratios of 1135% at 4.2 K and 236% at

RT.26 The observed higher TMR ratios for MTJs with Mn-

rich Co2MnSi electrodes suggested that detrimental CoMn

antisites13 can be suppressed by preparing Co2MnSi films

with a Mn-rich composition.26,27

On the other hand, epitaxial interfaces between the electro-

des and the MgO barrier are essential for coherent tunneling

for which the electron momentum parallel to the plane is con-

served: coherent tunneling does not occur for a region of the

interface where a misfit dislocation exists. Yuasa et al. noted

that a reduced misfit dislocation density at the MgO barrier/

upper Fe layer interface in epitaxial Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs resulted

in an increased TMR ratio.21 Bonell et al. investigated how the

TMR ratio of epitaxial Fe/MgO/Fe MTJs depended on the mis-

fit dislocation density at the interface by replacing the Fe lower

electrode by Fe-V alloy films and showed that the TMR ratio

was enhanced by better structural coherency.28

Our purpose in the present study was to clarify the con-

tributions from coherent tunneling and the half-metallicity of

Co2MnSi thin films to the TMR characteristics in fully epi-

taxial MTJs with Co2MnSi films as both lower and upper

electrodes and a MgO barrier. To do this, we investigated

how improved interfacial structural properties affect the

TMR characteristics of Co2MnSi/MgO/Co2MnSi MTJs

(Co2MnSi MTJs). In our previous studies of Co2MnSi-based

MTJs, we used a thick (typically 30-nm) Co2MnSi lower

electrode grown on MgO-buffered MgO(001) substrates.7,26

This thick Co2MnSi layer was relaxed on the MgO-buffered

MgO(001) substrate, causing a relatively large lattice mis-

match of �5.1% between the fully relaxed Co2MnSi layer

and the MgO barrier with a 45� in-plane rotation. To

improve the interfacial structural properties, we considered
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the facts that the lattice mismatch between Co2MnSi and

Co50Fe50 (CoFe) is very small (�0.8%) and that the lattice

mismatch of �4.3% between CoFe and MgO with a 45� in-

plane rotation is smaller than �5.1%, which is the lattice

mismatch between a fully relaxed Co2MnSi lower electrode

and MgO. On the basis of these considerations, we intro-

duced a thin (typically 3-nm) Co2MnSi lower electrode

grown on a CoFe-buffered MgO(001) substrate instead of

the previously used thick Co2MnSi lower electrode grown

on a MgO-buffered MgO(001) substrate.

The fabricated MTJ layer structures were as follows:

(from the substrate side) MgO buffer (10 nm)/CoFe buffer

(30 nm)/Co2MnSi lower electrode (3 nm)/MgO barrier

(1.4–3.2 nm)/Co2MnSi upper electrode (3 nm)/layers for

exchange biasing/Ru cap (5 nm), grown on MgO(001)

single-crystal substrates. Compared with our previous

work,26 we introduced a CoFe buffer instead of depositing

the MTJ trilayer onto the MgO buffer and we also reduced

the Co2MnSi lower electrode thickness from 30 to 3 nm. To

fully investigate structural properties and spin-dependent

tunneling characteristics, we prepared three series of CoFe-

buffered Co2MnSi MTJs having Co2MnaSic electrodes with

slightly different Si compositions c with respect to Co2: these

were Co2Mn1.29Si1.0 (MTJ-A), Co2Mn1.35Si0.88 (MTJ-B),

and Co2MnaSi0.96 (MTJs of series C with various values of

a). The layer structures for exchange biasing for these MTJ

series were (above the Co2MnSi upper electrode) Ru

(0.8 nm)/Co90Fe10 (2 nm)/Ir22Mn78 (10 nm) for MTJ-A and

Co50Fe50 (1.1 nm)/Ir22Mn78 (10 nm) for MTJ-B and MTJs of

series C. (The slightly different layer structures for exchange

biasing were not critical for TMR characteristics.)

The fabrication procedure for these MTJ layer structures

was the same as for MgO-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs,26 except

for the abovementioned changes. Briefly, we prepared

Co2MnSi electrodes by co-sputtering from a nearly stoichio-

metric Co2MnSi target and a Mn target.26 The CoFe buffer,

Co2MnSi lower electrode, MgO barrier, Co2MnSi upper elec-

trode, IrMn layer were all deposited at RT. The MTJ layer

structure was annealed in situ at 500 �C just after deposition

of the CoFe buffer and at 550 �C both just after deposition of

the Co2MnSi lower electrode and fairly soon after deposition

of the Co2MnSi upper electrode. We fabricated MTJs with

these layer structures by photolithography and Ar ion milling.

The fabricated junction size was 10� 10 lm2. After the

microfabrication, MTJs were annealed ex situ at 350 �C in a

vacuum of 5� 10�2 Pa under a magnetic field of 5 kOe to

enable exchange biasing on the upper Co2MnSi electrode. We

defined the TMR ratio as (RAP–RP)/RP, where RAP and RP are

the resistances for the antiparallel and parallel magnetization

configurations between the upper and lower electrodes.

We now describe the structural properties of the

prepared Co2MnSi MTJ layer structures. For structural char-

acterization, cross-sectional HRTEM lattice images and two-

beam bright-field TEM images of an as-prepared Co2MnSi

MTJ layer structure having a Mn-rich film composition of

Co2Mn1.29Si (MTJ-A) were obtained.

Figure 1(a) shows a cross-sectional HRTEM lattice

image of an as-prepared CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJ

layer structure consisting of (from the lower side) CoFe

buffer/lower Co2MnSi (3 nm)/MgO barrier (�2.5 nm)/upper

Co2MnSi (3 nm)/Ru (0.8 nm)/Co90Fe10 (2 nm)/Ir22Mn78

(10 nm)/Ru cap (5 nm) with Mn-rich Co2Mn1.29Si electrodes

(MTJ-A); it was taken along the [1-10] direction of the

Co2MnSi layers. This image clearly shows that all these

layers were grown epitaxially and were single-crystalline. It

was also confirmed that atomically flat and abrupt interfaces

were formed. Importantly, there were no lattice misfit dislo-

cations between the CoFe buffer and the Co2MnSi lower

electrode. This indicates that the Co2MnSi lower electrode

was lattice-matched to the CoFe buffer. Figures 1(b) and

1(c) show nano-beam electron diffraction patterns (beam

diameter: 2 nm) for the Co2MnSi lower and upper electrodes,

where 111 spots specific to the L21 structure were observed

in addition to 002 spots specific to the B2 and L21 structures,

indicating that both the Mn-rich Co2Mn1.29Si lower and

upper electrodes had the L21 structure.

Simultaneously with the HRTEM and electron diffrac-

tion observations, energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy

(EDS) line analysis (beam diameter: 0.7 nm) was performed

for the same sample as in Fig. 1. This analysis indicated no

appreciable diffusion of Mn from the Co2MnSi lower and

upper electrodes to the Co2MnSi electrode/MgO barrier

interfaces or into the MgO barrier. (Note that the IrMn layer

had not yet been deposited when the MTJ layer structure was

in-situ annealed twice at 550 �C.) It also indicated that the

diffusion of Fe from the CoFe buffer layer into the Co2MnSi

lower electrode was not appreciable.

To further characterize the interfacial structural quality

of CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs, we investigated misfit

FIG. 1. (a) Cross-sectional HRTEM lattice image of a CoFe-buffered

Co2MnSi MTJ layer structure consisting of (from the lower side) Co50Fe50

(CoFe) buffer/lower Co2MnSi (3 nm)/MgO barrier (�2.5 nm)/upper Co2MnSi

(3 nm)/Ru (0.8 nm)/Co90Fe10 (2 nm)/Ir22Mn78 (10 nm)/Ru cap (5 nm) with

Mn-rich Co2Mn1.29Si electrodes (MTJ-A); it was taken along the [1-10] direc-

tion of the Co2MnSi. (b) and (c) Nano-beam electron diffraction patterns for

the lower (b) and upper (c) Co2MnSi electrodes; the beam diameter was 2 nm.

(d) Two-beam bright-field TEM image of a CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJ

layer structure with Mn-rich Co2Mn1.29Si electrodes (the same sample as

shown in Figs. 1(a)–1(c)) excited with reciprocal vectors parallel to the plane

(g¼ [200]MgO and [220]Co2MnSi). The arrows provide a guide to show the mis-

fit dislocation contrasts.
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dislocation densities at the interfaces with the MgO barrier

through two-beam bright-field TEM images. Figure 1(d)

shows a two-beam bright-field TEM image of a CoFe-

buffered Co2MnSi MTJ layer structure with Mn-rich

Co2Mn1.29Si electrodes (the same sample shown in Figs.

1(a)–1(c)) excited with reciprocal vectors parallel to the

plane (g¼ [200]MgO and [220]Co2MnSi). The image shows the

strain contrasts that arose from the periodically spaced misfit

dislocations at the lower and upper interfaces with the MgO

barrier. It also shows that the spacing of the misfit disloca-

tions is almost constant. The dislocation spacing values at

the lower and upper interfaces were 6.4 (1.0) and 6.2 (1.4)

nm for the lower and upper interfaces, respectively, where

the values in parentheses are the standard deviations. These

values of the misfit dislocation spacing at the lower and

upper interfaces of the CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJ were

significantly larger than the value of 4.3 6 0.1 nm observed

for the lower and upper interfaces in an identically fabricated

MgO-buffered Co2MnSi MTJ.29 Thus, the structural proper-

ties in both the lower and upper interfacial regions between

the electrodes and the MgO barrier were improved in CoFe-

buffered Co2MnSi MTJs in the sense of the increased misfit

dislocation spacing compared with MgO-buffered Co2MnSi

MTJs. This improvement can be explained as follows: the

introduction of the CoFe buffer (which has a smaller lattice

mismatch of �4.3% with MgO) and the thin (3-nm-thick)

Co2MnSi lower electrode resulted in the Co2MnSi lower

electrode lattice-matched to the CoFe buffer, leading to a

reduction in the lattice mismatch in the MTJ trilayer.

We now describe the TMR characteristics of fabricated

Co2MnSi MTJs grown on CoFe-buffered MgO(001) substrates.

Typical TMR curves at 4.2 K and 290 K for a fabricated fully

epitaxial Co2MnSi MTJ having Mn-rich Co2Mn1.35Si0.88 elec-

trodes (MTJ-B) are shown in Fig. 2. The MTJ exhibited clear

exchange-biased TMR characteristics with giant TMR ratios of

1995% at 4.2 K and 330% at 290 K. These values are signifi-

cantly higher than the 1135% at 4.2 K and 236% at 290 K pre-

viously obtained for Co2MnSi MTJs grown on MgO-buffered

MgO(001) substrates.26 We confirmed these considerably

enhanced TMR ratios by introducing a thin Co2MnSi lower

electrode deposited on a CoFe buffer layer for the three differ-

ent series of CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs. As summarized in

Table I, all three series of the CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs

showed almost identical giant TMR ratios of up to 1995% at

4.2 K and up to 354% at 290 K.

We investigated how the TMR ratios of CoFe-buffered

Co2MnSi MTJs depended on the Mn composition in Co2MnSi

electrodes in MTJs of series C, which had Co2MnaSi0.96 elec-

trodes with various values of a. Figures 3(a) and 3(b) show

the TMR ratios at 4.2 K and 290 K, respectively, for CoFe-

buffered Co2MnSi MTJs of series C as a function of Mn com-

position a ranging from 0.72 (Mn-deficient Co2MnSi) to 1.57

(Mn-rich Co2MnSi) in Co2MnaSi0.96 electrodes, in compari-

son with those of MgO-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs as a function

of Mn composition a ranging from 0.69 (Mn-deficient

Co2MnSi) to 1.43 (Mn-rich Co2MnSi) in Co2MnaSi electrodes

previously reported in Ref. 26. The TMR ratios at both 4.2 K

FIG. 2. Typical TMR curves at 4.2 K and 290 K for a Co2MnSi MTJ consist-

ing of (from the lower side) Co2MnSi lower electrode (3 nm)/MgO barrier

(2.4 nm)/Co2MnSi upper electrode (3 nm) grown on a CoFe-buffered

MgO(001) substrate with Mn-rich Co2Mn1.35Si0.88 electrodes (MTJ-B). The

magnetoresistance was measured with a magnetic field applied along the

[1-10] axis of the Co2MnSi film using a dc four-probe method. The bias vol-

tages were 1 mV at 4.2 K and 5 mV at 290 K.

TABLE I. Typical TMR ratios at 4.2 K and 290 K for a MTJ from each MTJ

series MTJ-A to MTJ-C, which had slightly different Si compositions c with

respect to Co2 in Co2MnaSic electrodes, and the respective film composi-

tions of Co2MnaSic electrodes for each MTJ.

MTJ series

Film composition of a

MTJ from each MTJ series

Typical TMR ratios

at 4.2 K at 290 K

MTJ-A Co2Mn1.29Si1.0 1804% 344%

MTJ-B Co2Mn1.35Si0.88 1995% 330%

MTJ-C Co2Mn1.37Si0.96 1910% 354%

FIG. 3. TMR ratios at (a) 4.2 K and (b) 290 K for fully epitaxial CoFe-buffered

Co2MnaSi0.96 (3 nm)/MgO/Co2MnaSi0.96 (3 nm) MTJs of series C (blue solid

and open circles are for 4.2 K and 290 K, respectively) as a function of Mn

composition a ranging from 0.72 (Mn-deficient Co2MnSi) to 1.57 (Mn-rich

Co2MnSi). The MgO tunnel barrier layer was deposited by electron beam evap-

oration using a linearly moving shutter with the nominal thickness (tMgO) rang-

ing from 1.4 to 3.2 nm on each 20� 20 mm2 substrate. The TMR ratio showed

a slight increase with an increase in tMgO for a tMgO range from 1.8 to 3.0 nm.

A typical TMR ratio in this tMgO range for each Mn composition is plotted. For

comparison, those of MgO-buffered Co2MnaSi (30 nm)/MgO/Co2MnaSi

(3 nm) MTJs (red solid and open circles are for 4.2 K and 290 K, respectively)

as a function of Mn composition a ranging from 0.69 (Mn-deficient Co2MnSi)

to 1.43 (Mn-rich Co2MnSi) reported in Ref. 26 are plotted. The bias voltage

was 1 mV at 4.2 K and 5 mV at 290 K. The Si compositions c in the expression

of Co2MnaSic are 0.96 for CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs of series C and 1.0

for MgO-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs.
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and 290 K were found to increase systematically with increas-

ing a for the range from a¼ 0.72 to 1.37. Indeed, the TMR

ratio at 4.2 K increased significantly from 640% for Mn-

deficient a¼ 0.72 to 1910% for Mn-rich a¼ 1.37. The TMR

ratio at 290 K also notably increased with increasing a: from

179% for a¼ 0.72 to 354% for a¼ 1.37. Thus, we obtained

higher TMR ratios of 1910% at 4.2 K and 354% at 290 K for

MTJs with Mn-rich Co2Mn1.37Si0.96 electrodes than for those

having Mn-deficient or almost stoichiometric Co2MnSi

electrodes in MTJs of series C. This confirms our previous

observations26,27,30 and can be explained by the higher half-

metallicity enhanced through suppression of harmful CoMn

antisites by using Mn-rich Co2MnSi electrodes. We have pro-

posed a site-specific formula unit composition model for Mn-

rich Co2MnaSi (a > 1) that is based on the L21 structure, as

confirmed by the structural analysis, and on the assumption of

antisite formation rather than vacancy formation,26,27 where

this assumption was introduced by taking into account that the

theoretically calculated formation energies for vacant sites are

higher than those for antisites for Co2MnSi.13,14 According to

this model, the nominal composition of Co2Mn1.37Si0.96 (used

in MTJs of series C) have the site-specific formula unit com-

position of [Co1.85Mn0.15]Mn[Si0.89Mn0.11], in which CoMn

antisites detrimental to the half-metallicity are suppressed.

Importantly, CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs showed

markedly higher TMR ratios at 4.2 K and 290 K than the pre-

viously reported TMR ratios of MgO-buffered Co2MnSi

MTJs for a wide a range from a¼ 0.72 to 1.57, as shown in

Figs. 3(a) and 3(b). To discuss a possible origin of the signifi-

cantly enhanced TMR ratios of up to 1995% at 4.2 K and up

to 354% at 290 K for CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs with

Mn-rich Co2MnSi electrodes from the 1135% at 4.2 K and

236% at 290 K previously reported for MgO-buffered

Co2MnSi MTJs with Mn-rich Co2MnSi electrodes,26 we plot-

ted how the TMR ratios at 4.2 K and 290 K of these two kinds

of MTJ depended on the average misfit dislocation spacing at

the interfaces with a MgO barrier in Figs. 4(a) and 4(b), where

we classified the CoFe-buffered and MgO-buffered Co2MnSi

MTJs into group 1; these group-1 MTJs are characterized as

having Co2MnSi thin films as both the lower and upper elec-

trodes. As shown in Fig. 4, the CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs

that had the larger average misfit dislocation spacing than the

MgO-buffered Co2MnSi MTJs showed significantly higher

TMR ratios at both 4.2 K and 290 K. This can be ascribed to

the enhanced coherent tunneling contribution in the CoFe-

buffered Co2MnSi MTJs arising from the increased area of

epitaxial interfaces without a misfit dislocation because epi-

taxial interfaces are essential for conservation of the electron

transverse momentum for tunneling.

As recently reported elsewhere,30 similar dependences of

the TMR ratios at both 4.2 K and 290 K on the misfit disloca-

tion spacing were also clearly observed for Co2MnSi/MgO-

based MTJs that had a Co2MnSi film as either the lower or the

upper electrode and a CoFe film as the other electrode (classi-

fied into group 2), including (from the lower side) (1) MgO

buffer/Co2MnSi/MgO/CoFe MTJs, (2) CoFe buffer/thin

Co2MnSi/MgO/CoFe MTJs, and (3) CoFe/MgO/Co2MnSi

MTJs, all having Mn-rich Co2MnSi electrodes. Thus, it was

commonly observed that the larger misfit dislocation spacing

at the interfaces with a MgO barrier resulted in the larger

TMR ratios at both 4.2 K and 290 K for both Co2MnSi/MgO/

Co2MnSi MTJs (group 1) and MgO-based MTJs having a

Co2MnSi electrode and a CoFe electrode (group 2).

At low temperatures where thermally excited magnons

can be ignored, the tunneling spin polarization and coherent

tunneling contribution are the key factors that determine the

TMR ratios of epitaxial MTJs. For comparison, we also plot-

ted in Fig. 4(a) how the TMR ratio at 4.2 K depended on the

average misfit dislocation spacing at the interfaces for the

MTJs with a Co2MnSi electrode and a CoFe electrode (group

2) from Ref. 30. It can be clearly seen from the comparison

in Fig. 4(a) that MTJs having Co2MnSi as both the lower and

upper electrodes (group 1) showed significantly higher TMR

ratios at 4.2 K of up to 1995% than the 1049% of MTJs hav-

ing a Co2MnSi electrode and a CoFe electrode (group 2).30

This clearly demonstrates the significantly higher tunneling

spin polarization of Co2MnSi than CoFe and the half-

metallic nature of Co2MnSi as the origin of its high tunneling

spin polarization. Furthermore, the much higher TMR ratios

of up to 1995% at 4.2 K obtained for Co2MnSi MTJs than

the 1144% at 5 K reported for CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs24

also definitely indicate the high spin polarization at EF of

Co2MnSi electrodes as arising from the half-metallicity of

Co2MnSi because the high TMR ratio observed for the

CoFeB/MgO/CoFeB MTJs is due solely to the coherent tun-

neling contribution of D1 band electrons.

In summary, we demonstrated giant TMR ratios of up to

1995% at 4.2 K and up to 354% at 290 K for fully epitaxial

Co2MnSi/MgO/Co2MnSi MTJs (Co2MnSi MTJs) having

Mn-rich Co2MnSi electrodes. From the systematic study of

the dependence of the TMR ratio of Co2MnSi MTJs on the

Mn composition in Co2MnSi electrodes and on the misfit dis-

location spacing at the interfaces with a MgO barrier, we

conclude that the obtained giant TMR ratios can be ascribed

to the half-metallicity of Co2MnSi electrodes and coherent

tunneling contribution in epitaxial MTJs.

This work was partly supported by a Grant-in-Aid for Sci-

entific Research (A) (Grant No. 23246055) from MEXT, Japan.

FIG. 4. Dependence of the TMR ratios at (a) 4.2 K and (b) 290 K on the av-

erage misfit dislocation spacing at the lower and upper interfaces with a

MgO barrier for MTJs of group 1, including the CoFe-buffered Co2MnSi/

MgO/Co2MnSi MTJ (blue solid circles) and MgO-buffered Co2MnSi/MgO/

Co2MnSi MTJ (red solid circles). The TMR ratios and the misfit dislocation

spacing for the latter are taken from Refs. 26 and 29, respectively. For com-

parison, similar dependences at 4.2 K for MTJs of group 2 (Ref. 30), includ-

ing (from the lower side) MgO buffer/Co2MnSi/MgO/CoFe MTJs (black

open triangle), CoFe buffer/Co2MnSi/MgO/CoFe MTJs (blue open square),

and CoFe/MgO/Co2MnSi MTJs (red open circle) having Mn-rich Co2Mn1.29

Si1.0, Co2Mn1.35Si0.88, and Co2Mn1.29Si1.0 electrodes, respectively, are also

plotted in (a).
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